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Abstract—Network intrusion detection based on packet payload analysis is presented. Quick overview of current IDS state of the art is given. Current prevailing methods for network intrusion detection based on packet meta data, headers, will are compared with method proposed in paper. Reasoning behind packed payload analysis for intrusion detection are presented. Application of data mining methods for packet payload analysis is considered. Issues with payload analysis, like performance and false negatives and positives, will are explained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intrusion detection is part of layered defense system that well protected computer systems should have. There are different intrusion detection methods, but most of them relay on monitoring events in computer system. Idea to monitor events is almost as old as computers but term intrusion detection and its concept were introduced in 1987 [1]. Since then a number of intrusion detection systems have been proposed and tested with various success. Sherif and Dearam give a very detailed review of papers in the area [2].

There are two main ways to classify intrusion detection systems. First classification is based on location from which data used for intrusion detection comes from. In this classification there are two main types of intrusion detection systems: host and network. Host intrusion detection systems run on a single host, collect data and detect intrusions on that host only [3]. Network intrusion detection systems passively monitor traffic on their network segment instead of monitoring single hosts [4]. Second classification is based on the way intrusions are detected. First type, in this classification, represent signature based detectors that detect known misuses. They compare data seen with patterns of known intrusions and if they find a match a flag is raised. Signature based systems have low false positive rates, which means that it seldom happens that they signal intrusion for some benign event. On the other hand they suffer from high false negative rates, meaning they fail to recognize new attacks and carefully crafted variants of old exploits. Second type are systems based on anomaly detection that create model of normal behavior in a system and detect deviations of interest that may indicate a security breach or an attempted attack. This is the original idea that started intrusion detection attempts [3]. Anomaly detectors can detect new and completely unknown attacks but sometimes some new or unusual events can be considered intrusions when they are not and that causes high false positive rates. Good review of anomaly detection intrusion detections systems can be found in [5]. For their big potential in detecting new attacks anomaly detection intrusion systems have been intensively researched but proposed solutions are more academic then practical, so that most commercial solutions are signature based [6]. Recently some hybrid ideas surfaced that suggest using deviations from normal behavior to construct signatures for future intrusion detections [7], [8].

An additional approach to intrusion detection is based on honeypot and honeynet, computer or a group of networked computers with no production function which are used only to collect data on attempts to access them. Any access to honeypot or honeynet could be considered intrusion and can help detect the source and way of attack [9].

II. ISSUES

There are several issues with current intrusion detection systems (IDS). Two of them are already mentioned: false negatives and false positives. Both undermine trust in IDS. False negatives bring false sense of security in which intrusions are not detected until it is too late. False positives result in that, after a while, nobody pays attention to IDS warnings. False negatives and false positives are on the opposite sides of the scale. Bringing one of them down usually brings the other one up. No current IDS seems to offer adequate levels for both. Solution might be in integrated IDS that would include both misuse and anomaly detection IDS components. This idea will be further investigated later in the paper.

Another IDS issue is throughput. This means ability to analyze data needed to detect intrusion in real time without slowing down data flow or system being monitored [10]. Host IDS use host resources and their work must not have a negative impact on normal host functions. Network IDS must be able to cope with network traffic at speeds above 1 Gb/s without slowing down the traffic or missing intrusion relevant events. Most current IDS resolve this issue by analyzing only a subset of data which enables work at needed speeds but at the price of correctness of detection. Different systems use different subsets of data, but most network IDS use meta data like network packet headers [11]. Recently, an idea to analyze packet payloads have surfaced. Payload analysis would improve intrusion results, but until recently have been prohibitively slow [12]. Again integrated IDS that
would include both header and payload analysis, at proper places in intrusion detection procedure, might be a solution.

III. INTEGRATED IDS

Good sides of misuse detection IDS should be combined with good sides of anomaly detection IDS. Misuse detection IDS are excellent at detecting known attacks, and with some new ideas [13] they should be able to detect most if not all variants of those attacks. It seems obvious that data collected for intrusion detection purposes should be fed to such a signature based detector that would find and eliminate all known attacks and their variants. What is left is considered safe and should be fed to anomaly detection IDS. Traffic considered malicious by this IDS should be marked only suspicious, due to its tendency to generate false positives. Good traffic should be passed further down for production processing since nothing bad or suspicious was found and there is to best of IDS knowledge no malicious data in it. Additional help in deciding whether suspicious traffic is malicious should come from data collected from honeypot or honeynet. If suspicious traffic has been received by honeynet it means that it was not traffic for production, meaning useful and expected, purposes and should be declared bad and be dropped.

Two components of this system are available either as open source solutions or commercial products: misuse detection IDS and honeynet. The most popular open source network IDS are Snort and Bro, and most popular open source host IDS are Ossec and Osiris. Honeynets can be created using Honeyd or tools available from Honeyinet project.

Component that is not readily available is anomaly detection IDS. Anomaly detection systems have been successfully implemented (at least in academic projects) in an host-based fashion, but have so far spectacularly failed to be useful in network-based systems, with a few exceptions. Specific, limited “anomaly detection” signatures have been developed and implemented in traditional commercial IDS systems, in order to detect common signs of attacks (for instance, the presence of binary codes in unusual places). However, there are no (or very few) fully fledged network-based anomaly detection systems [6]. One of the main reasons is difficulty that every (IDS) software has in detecting what is unusual and should be considered an anomaly. In its essence IDS software usually uses just some sort of statistical deviation as measure for something being unusual and potentially malicious. Model of normal behavior is usually based on historical data that is considered free of attacks which does not always have to be the case, since there might be some intrusion events that were not recognized at the time data was collected. This would lead to model that would allow future similar attacks to pass unnoticed. Also every new production service that is offered in a network would generate new and previously unseen traffic that would be different from model and would be considered suspicious. For these reasons some ideas on how these and other issues with anomaly detection IDS might be solved will be given next.

IV. ANOMALY DETECTION PROCESS

In order to establish deviation from normal behavior it is necessary to have a model of normal behavior. Modeling of normal behavior is usually achieved by analysis of historical data on system behavior. Data mining methods are most often used for this purpose [14]. Finding events that do not fit within limits of normal is one of the task data mining is created for and various approaches in IDS area have been suggested [15], [16], [17], [18]. Other approaches used for modeling and anomaly detection include: neural networks [19], machine learning [20], Markov chain [21].

Issue of historical data not being attack free has not been addressed previously in literature. The approach this paper suggests is a simple one. Historical data should be filtered periodically. Filtration would look for intrusions in historical data and eliminate them resulting in better model of normal, intrusion free, behavior. Signature based misuse detection IDS are perfect tool for this filtration. As new intrusion signatures become available they are applied to historical data that was collected before the signature was created. This would lead to dynamical model of normal behavior that would be more accurate and more useful for representation of normal, attack free, traffic.

Another improvement in avoiding false positives for new services offered by system would be achieved by modeling those services in advance. Model of normal behavior should enable adding new traffic expected from normal service to it before it becomes available in production. This could be done by generating data for model using simulation or system other then production one that could create it. This new data should be included in normal behavior model and that would prevent most of false positives associated with new service being introduced.

V. NETWORK PACKET PAYLOAD ANALYSIS

As it was mentioned earlier, most current implementations in anomaly detection IDS are in academic projects and most of them are host based. There are much fewer network-based anomaly detection systems [6]. This paper tries to point some ideas for further developments in anomaly detection network IDS.

Network IDS have to deal with issue of throughput, they have to be able to cope with network traffic at speeds above 1 GB/s. Most of them analyze only meta data, like network packet headers, in order to be able to collect and analyze data at network speeds [11]. Packet headers
provide data on which device sent data to which other device, what protocol was used, how big the packets were and similar data. In the beginning network IDSs use this to be enough data to create model used for anomaly detections but advances in defense mechanisms and attack paths have created the need to add another layer of defense, this one at application level that requires looking into packet payloads.

Network packet payload analysis enables detection of application level attacks. Application level attacks make a majority of current attack methods for two main reasons. Most vulnerabilities that create an opportunity for attack are in user programs. Most attacks at lower network communication layers, like data link, network and transport layer, can be efficiently prevented with now standard systems for network protection like firewall. For those reasons advances in network packet payload analysis based intrusion detections would represent important step ahead in protection of today's computer systems.

Current trend of moving almost all applications to Web leads to need to focus on one of application level protocols: HTTP. This protocol is probably the most used one in current Internet oriented communications and most often one that is allowed to go through most firewalls. The fact has been used by number of attackers who used open HTTP doors to launch attacks with wider effects for them and more devastating consequences for attacked systems. Detection of HTTP attacks, especially new ones that are still not recognized by signature based IDS, seems to be the most needs computer network protection at present.

Some recent papers present possible approaches to packet payload analysis. Due to amount of data that need to be analyzed it must be established if only part of the payload might be enough to decide if the packet is malicious or not. finds that good results especially for HTTP payloads could be achieved using only first 185 bytes out of possible 1460. suggests clustering payload before it is processed for anomaly detection. approaches problem from what authors find to be the source: vulnerabilities. It tries to model vulnerability so that all the attacks based on that vulnerability can be detected.

Simple premise this paper emphasizes is that there are distinct, but not always obvious, characteristics that separate normal and malicious payloads. This assumption is just a special case of general idea on which anomaly detection IDS is based detection of behavior that differs from normal. It is also generalization of assumption that malicious behavior could be modeled too. This assumption was also used in and . Since intrusions are mainly, if not exclusively, based on vulnerabilities and certain types of vulnerabilities tend to repeat in various forms, idea is that model of particular types of vulnerabilities could be created that could be used to detect all intrusions based on that type of vulnerability. Good example of type of vulnerability is buffer overflow. This type of vulnerability exists from the very beginning of writing computer code, but even today the biggest percentage of vulnerabilities belong to this type. All attacks based on buffer overflow vulnerabilities have characteristic group of commands that could be used to model that malicious behavior and detect future similar intrusion attempts.

Best approach to anomaly detection intrusion detection based on network packet payload analysis seems to be to use payload data filtration techniques suggested in [24] and to prepare data for data mining. Payload data should be collected and stored for off line as a historical data. Out of all payload data only particular protocol, HTTP is the best candidate, data should be extracted. Since HTTP payload is stream of ASCII characters with values between 0 and 255 each value and its position in a stream can be used as input to data mining. Each input should be declared malicious or normal using signature based intrusion detection with latest signatures as it was explained previously. In this way one all previously seen HTTP payload would be group in one of two groups.

The goal in using data mining for intrusion detection is to be able to generalize and make prediction from vast amount of historical data available. Idea is that data mining should be able to classify previously unseen input as being normal or malicious. Data mining has been used successfully in real-life security to detect potential terrorist threats. The key ideas are to use data mining techniques to discover consistent and useful patterns of system features that describe program and user behavior and to use the set of relevant system features to compute inductively learned classifiers that can recognize anomalies and known intrusions. Experiments have been performed using the sendmail system call data and the network tcpdump data to construct concise and accurate models to detect anomalies. Machine-learning algorithms have been used to compute the intra- and inter-audit record patterns, which are essential in describing program or user behavior. The discovered patterns can guide the audit data-gathering process and facilitate feature selection.

IDSs have been developed using neural networks. The idea is to train and construct a model to predict a user's next action or command based on patterns of historical behavior. The network is trained on a set of representative user commands. After the training period, the network tries to match actual commands with the actual user profile already present in the model. Any incorrectly predicted events are considered deviations from the user's established profile. Some advantages of using neural networks are that they cope well with noisy data, their success does not depend on statistical assumptions about the nature of the underlying data, and they are easier to modify for new user profiles.

IDSs have also been constructed using machine-learning algorithms to create a massive decision tree of thousands of statistical "rules" of acceptable user and system behavior. Branches on the decision tree are labeled with conditional probabilities. These machine-learning decision trees can be trained from a few days of data. However, they cannot be updated to learn new rules as usage patterns change. With these machine-learning IDSs activity is considered abnormal if it does not match a branch in the decision tree or if it matches a branch with low conditional probability.

 Mentioned intrusion detection methods have not been applied to payload data in a way suggested here. Idea is to limit state space of possible input combinations to 256 by 1500 or even 200 or less. There should be plenty of input data available for data mining from historical data either collected at system being protected or from other sources like DARPA IDS test data. Only issue could be amount of intrusions in historical data that might be
significantly smaller than normal data. But intrusions could be artificially created in controlled environment using tools like Metasplot framework and traffic collected to provide enough data for data mining. Different lengths of packets, from only 100 to full 1460 bytes, should be tested for accurateness and speed. Result should be system that would be fed live network traffic and should be able to classify inputs, HTTP packet payloads, as being intrusion attempts or not in real time. This would provide needed anomalous payload based intrusion detection component for proposed integrated IDS.

At this point only some parts of proposed system have been tested but with promising results. To really evaluate and confirm correctness of suggested approach at least anomaly detection based on network packet payload analysis should be built. That is next step in the research being conducted. Created model will be tested with DARPA IDS test data [28] that are used for IDS testing and measurement of success. Model will be tested on real data collected from real network traffic from authors institution. Success in detecting intrusions in real time will be tested by controlled intrusion attempts based on latest attacks and by modification of known attacks. After system is tested it would become part of suggested integrated IDS for further testing of that system.

VI. CONCLUSION

Intrusion detection systems are evolving component of computer security. Three main issues define success of IDS: false negatives, false positives and speed. Integrated IDS that includes misuse and anomaly detection should be able to have all three of them at needed levels. Anomaly detection network IDS need most improvement. Historical data used to create model of normal behavior should be periodically filtered of intrusions as new attack signatures become available. New services that might recognized as anomalies should be modeled in advance. Network packet payload analysis would contribute the most to current intrusion detection needs. HTTP protocol data provide an avenue for attack an therefore their analysis could improve application level security significantly. Modeling of normal and anomalous HTTP payload might be achieved using data mining. Size of payload needed for successful intrusion detection might be small enough to allow real time processing.
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